Conformational analysis of cyclic peptides in solution.
The strategy and tactics of conformational analysis of cyclic peptides in solution is demonstrated by the example of cyclo(-D-Pro-Phe-Thr-Phe-Trp-Phe-). Spin-locked experiments like rotating frame nuclear Overhauser enhancement spectroscopy (ROESY), ROTO, and TOCSY are successfully applied to assign all proton signals and to obtain distance information. A crude conformational model was built using the nmr data. This starting model was refined by restrained molecular dynamics (MD) calculations using ROE derived distances and fixed bond angles as determined from homo- and heteronuclear coupling constants. To mimic the solvent and to reduce artifacts in an in vacuo calculation the charges of the solvent-exposed NH protons were gradually reduced according to the temperature gradients. The thus obtained "conformation" (mean of a 40 ps MD trajectory) shows very close similarity to x-ray structures in an orthorhombic and in two monoclinic crystal modifications of the same compound. The main difference is the breaking of an intermolecular hydrogen bond of the threonine hydroxyl group on dissolution of the crystal and forming an intramolecular hydrogen bond in solution.